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EDITORIAL 
 
i 
Editorial 
 
This edition of Animal Studies Journal sees us farewell Associate Editors Annie Potts and Philip 
Armstrong, and welcome Clare Archer-Lean who joins Associate Editors Hayley Singer, 
Michael Griffiths (on leave) and Sally Borrell. This issue is overseen by Sally while Chief Editor 
Melissa Boyde takes a well-deserved break. 
Our Provocation from the Field comes this time from Kathryn Gillespie, who puts 
forward the concept of ‘A Multispecies Doula Approach to Death and Dying’ as a means of 
revaluing the grievability of animal life.  
Charlotte Blattner raises the question ‘Should Animals Have a Right to Work?’ as 
running parallel to discussions about animal work within multispecies justice, exploring what 
this might entail for other species and whether it could be to their advantage. René Marquez’s 
article offers in an insight into theory and practice in a haven for ‘unadoptable’ dogs, structured 
as far as possible to leave them be ‘Free to be Dog’. 
 Turning to farmed animal welfare, Andrew Knight turns a spotlight on Aotearoa New 
Zealand’s animal welfare ratings, highlighting the difference between legislation and 
implementation in agricultural contexts and advocating for much stronger measures. This is 
complemented by Chevy Rendell’s ‘Richie and Jane’, winner of the AASA Denise Russell 
Postgraduate Prize, which foregrounds the representation of the New Zealand Dairy industry in 
the media and its elision of cows’ own experience. 
 C.E. Abbate’s ‘How to Help when it Hurts: Act Individually (and in Groups)’ continues 
an exchange with Corey Wrenn (see ASJ vol. 7, no. 1) meditating on individualist and systemic 
responses to injustice, taking the example of a moral dilemma facing sanctuaries. Finally, the 
issue returns to understandings of animal death as David Brooks revisits ‘The Grieving 
Kangaroo’ photographs. 
EDITORIAL 
 
ii 
 In our reviews section, John Hadley reviews Animal Experimentation: Working Towards a 
Paradigm Change, edited by Kathrin Hermann and Kimberley Jayne, and Fiona Probyn-Rapsey 
reviews Susan McHugh’s Love in a Time of Slaughters: Human-Animal Stories Against Genocide and 
Extinction. Wendy Woodward reviews The Routledge Companion to Animal-Human History, edited 
by Hilda Kean and Philip Howell; John Simons’ Obaysch: A Hippopotamus in Victorian London; and 
After Coetzee: An Anthology of Animal Fictions, edited by A. Marie Houser. 
We are grateful to our authors who have continued working to finalise their 
contributions through the present trying circumstances. We hope you enjoy this issue. 
Sally Borrell, Associate Editor 
CONTRIBUTOR BIOGRAPHIES 
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